A variant temporal-masking-curve method for inferring peripheral auditory compression.
Recent studies have suggested that the degree of on-frequency peripheral auditory compression is similar for apical and basal cochlear sites and that compression extends to a wider range of frequencies in apical than in basal sites. These conclusions were drawn from the analysis of the slopes of temporal masking curves (TMCs) on the assumption that forward masking decays at the same rate for all probe and masker frequencies. The aim here was to verify this conclusion using a different assumption. TMCs for normal hearing listeners were measured for probe frequencies (f(P)) of 500 and 4000 Hz and for masker frequencies (f(M)) of 0.4, 0.55, and 1.0 times the probe frequency. TMCs were measured for probes of 9 and 15 dB sensation level. The assumption was that given a 6 dB increase in probe level, linear cochlear responses to the maskers should lead to a 6 dB vertical shift of the corresponding TMCs, while compressive responses should lead to bigger shifts. Results were consistent with the conclusions from earlier studies. It is argued that this supports the assumptions of the standard TMC method for inferring compression, at least in normal-hearing listeners.